A graph with an ordered k-partition of the vertices is radial level planar if there is a strictly outward drawing on k concentric levels without crossings. Radial level planarity extends level planarity, where the vertices are placed on k horizontal lines and the edges are routed strictly downwards without crossings. The extension is characterised by rings, which are certain level non-planar biconnected components.
Introduction
We consider the problem of drawing a graph with a given ordered vertex partition. Such a partition may be due to application-specific attributes of the graph (e. g. hierarchies as in [23] ) or it may be introduced by structural evaluation (e. g. centrality measures as in [6, 7] ) or by the drawing algorithm (e. g. the Sugiyama framework [12, 33] ).
Formally, we are given a k-level graph G = (V, E, φ) with a level assignment φ : V → {1, 2, . . . , k} with k ≤ |V | that partitions the vertex set into k pairwise disjoint subsets V = V ∪ V k , V j = φ −1 (j), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, such that φ(u) = φ(v) for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. A k-level graph is proper if |φ(u)−φ(v)| = 1 for each edge (u, v) ∈ E. Typically the vertices are constrained to lie on horizontal or radial levels to make the partition visible. As is the case for arbitrary drawings empirical evidence suggests that the number of crossings is a major factor for readability of levelled drawings [31] . The (horizontal) level planarity problem [13, 20, 26] is the question whether or not a level graph G can be drawn in the plane such that all vertices of the j-th level V j are placed on the j-th horizontal line l j = { (x, j) | x ∈ R } and the edges are drawn as strictly ymonotone curves without crossings. The topological structure of such a drawing is given by a level planar embedding, which is characterised by a linear ordering of the vertices on each level V j . Level planarity has been intensively investigated in literature. The main achievements are linear time algorithms for the test of level planarity and for the computation of an embedding [13, 20, 21, [24] [25] [26] 28] .
For k-level graphs the partition of the set of vertices into levels is given. Assigning vertices to levels (levelling) is a different problem: Heath and Rosenberg [22] have shown that it is N P-hard deciding whether a planar graph has a levelling into a proper level planar graph. In the non-proper case every planar graph has a level planar partitioning of its vertices, but with up to O(|V |) levels and many long edges spanning several levels. This follows for example from planar straight-line grid drawings or from visibility representations [12] . The number of levels spanned by long edges may be linear in the size of the graph, as a nested sequence of triangles shows [10, 11] . However, every planar graph has a concentric representation [34] based on a breadth first search (BFS) traversal, if in addition to the levelling the monotonicity of the edges is discarded. There the vertices are placed on concentric circles corresponding to BFS-levels and the edges are routed as curves without crossings.
Our contribution is a generalisation of level planarity to radial level planarity. Now the vertices are placed on k concentric circles l j = { (j cos θ, j sin θ) | θ ∈ [0, 2π) }, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. A k-level graph is radial k-level planar if there are permutations of the vertices on each radial level such that the edges can be drawn as strictly monotone curves from inner to outer levels without crossings. Such drawings [3] extend the radial tree drawings of Eades [16] , where the levels of the vertices are given by their depth, i. e., BFS-level. Figure 1 (b) shows a radial level planar drawing of the graph in Figure 1 (a) which is not level planar. Another simple example is a levelled K 2,2 which is proper radial 2-level planar but not 2-level planar. Every level planar embedding can be transformed into a radial level planar embedding by connecting the ends of each level to concentric circles. This introduces new possibilities to add edges as monotone curves from the end of one level to the beginning of another or vice versa. These cut edges cross a ray from the centre of the concentric levels to infinity through the gluing points of the level lines exactly once. There are two directions for routing cut edges around the centre. Hence, as an extension of level planar embeddings, radial level planar embeddings need additional information about cut edges and their direction. Consider the graph in Figure 1 (b). The edge (1, 6) crosses the ray and thus is a clockwise cut edge, following its implicit direction from the lower to the higher level. Obviously, a radial level planar graph without cut-edges is level planar. Thus the cut-edges make up the major difference between radial level planarity and level planarity.
In the following let V (G) denote the set of vertices of a graph G and E(G) its set of edges. Without loss of generality, we only consider simple graphs without self loops and parallel edges. Obviously, a graph with |E| > 3|V | − 6 can be rejected as not (radial) level planar.
Lemma 1 For a k-level graph G:
G is level planar ⇒ G is radial level planar ⇒ G is planar This paper is organised as follows: In the next section we survey previous results related to radial level planarity. We recall the linear time level planarity testing and embedding algorithm of Jünger, Leipert, and Mutzel [24] [25] [26] 28] , which is a basis for our algorithms. Section 3 introduces the concepts of our linear time approach to decide whether a graph is radial level planar in Section 4. The computation of an embedding is described in Section 5. We conclude with a summary.
Level Planarity

Foundations
Dujmović et al. [15] have applied the concept of fixed parameter tractability to graph drawing. It can be shown that k-level planarity and radial k-level planarity are fixed parameter tractable. However, k must be bounded by a constant. As a consequence an O(|V |) running time is obtained for a fixed number of levels, but the O-notation hides large constants. We pursue a direct approach and improve the result of Dujmović et al. to linear time for an arbitrary number of levels. Our algorithms are practical and have been realised in a prototypical implementation in C++ using the Graph Template Library (GTL) with improved symmetric lists [4] . They are based on the level planarity testing algorithm of Jünger, Leipert, and Mutzel [24] [25] [26] 28] , in the following called the JLM algorithm, which in turn is based on the approach of Heath and Pemmaraju [20, 21] . All these algorithms extend the level planarity testing algorithm of Di Battista and Nardelli [13] to arbitrary level graphs. Previously only hierarchies could be treated, which are level graphs with a single source. A source is a vertex with edges only to vertices on higher levels, whereas a sink is a vertex with edges only from vertices on lower levels. The linear time algorithm of Chandramouli and Diwan [8] determines whether a triconnected DAG is level planar. Because the JLM algorithm is rather involved and difficult to implement, Healy and Kuusik [18] have presented a simpler approach for the detection of level planarity. Their algorithm runs in O(|V | 2 ) time for proper level graphs and O(|V | 4 ) time in the general case. If an embedding is needed, the time complexity raises to O(|V | 3 ) and O(|V | 6 ), respectively. Finally, Randerath et al. [32] have presented a quadratic time reduction of level planarity of proper level graphs to the satisfiability problem of Boolean formulas in 2CNF, which is solvable in linear time.
Our algorithm is based on the JLM algorithm which must be extended in various directions. Familiar readers may proceed to Section 3.
Level Planarity Testing
Let G be a k-level graph. The algorithm performs a top down sweep, processing the levels in ascending order. Let G j be the subgraph induced by the vertices of the first j levels V 1 ∪V 2 ∪· · ·∪V j . For every G j a set of admissible permutations of V j+1 is computed, which are the permutations of level planar embeddings of G j+1 . The input graph G is level planar if and only if the set of permutations of G k = G is non-empty.
The sets of admissible vertex permutations can efficiently be stored and manipulated using PQ-trees. This data structure has been introduced by Booth and Lueker [5] for the consecutive ones property in matrices. A PQ-tree represents the set of permutations of the elements of a finite set S, where the members of specified subsets of S occur consecutively. It is a rooted, ordered tree with leaves and two types of internal nodes, P-nodes and Q-nodes. In the context of this paper the term vertex always denotes an element of a graph and the term node denotes an element of a PQ-tree. It is common to draw P-nodes as circles and Q-nodes as rectangles. The leaves correspond to the elements of S. The set of permutations is encoded by the combination of the internal nodes. The children of a P-node can be permuted arbitrarily, whereas the children of a Q-node are ordered and only reversion is allowed. If PQ-trees are used in planarity tests, a P-node represents a cut vertex and a Q-node represents a biconnected component of the visited part of the graph. The leaves represent edges to the unvisited part. Restrictions on the set of permutations are introduced by edges towards the same vertex. If there are no permutations with the given restrictions, the PQ-tree is empty.
The most important operation on PQ-trees is REDUCE. It restricts the set of permutations such that all elements of a set S ′ ⊆ S are consecutive in all remaining permutations. In a bottom up strategy REDUCE uses eleven template matching patterns to realise local changes within the tree. These are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , see [5] . PQ-leaves representing elements of S ′ are called pertinent. The pertinent subtree is the subtree of minimum height containing all pertinent PQ-leaves. Its root is called the pertinent root. A PQ-node with at least one pertinent child different from the pertinent root is pertinent, too. A PQ-node is full if it has only pertinent children, partial if it has at least one pertinent and at least one non-pertinent child, and empty if it has no pertinent children.
For an application of the templates P2, P4, P6, or Q3, the root of the left side (pattern) of the template must be the pertinent root, whereas P3 and P5 cannot be applied to the pertinent root. There are no such restrictions for the applicability of the remaining templates. The application of a template may reverse the order of the children of some Q-nodes and insert the children of a Q-node somewhere in between the children of another Q-node. In order to achieve the linear time complexity as in [5] , both reversing a list of children and inserting a list of children into another must be done in constant time. The complexity of REDUCE is crucial for level planarity testing and embedding in linear time.
The subgraph G j induced by the first j levels is not necessarily connected. Thus a separate PQ-tree T (F A formal description of the LEVEL-PLANARITY-TEST algorithm is given by Algorithm 1. All operations are applied directly to T (F j i ) and not to the graph. The procedure CHECK-LEVEL in Algorithm 2 is a sweep over a single level j, divided into a first and a second reduction phase. 
Algorithm 3 describes the first reduction phase. Define H ) is called the vertex addition step and is accomplished by the REPLACE PQ-tree operation. After REDUCE all PQleaves with the same label v appear consecutively in every admissible permutation. REPLACE replaces every such consecutive set with a P-node labelled v. This is the parent of some new leaves representing the adjacent vertices of v in 
Different PQ-trees may contain PQ-leaves with the same label. Thus a second reduction phase is needed to merge these trees. A reduced extended form R j i is called v-singular if all its virtual vertices have the same label, i. e., w∈V,φ(w)>j S w i = {v}. Whenever new inner faces are created by replacing all leaves labelled v with a single representative, a value PML or QML, which stores the lowest level of this faces, is maintained in the PQ-leaf representing v. Using this information it is possible to decide whether or not a v-singular component fits into an inner face above v. Otherwise, it is checked whether it can be placed into the outer face with the same mechanism as for non-singular forms.
Next we briefly describe the pairwise merge operations. Define the low indexed level LL(F 
induces a subgraph of G where all s ∈ S occur in the same connected component. For every P-node X a single value ML(X) = ML(frontier(X)) is maintained, where frontier(X) is the sequence of its descendent leaves from left to right. For every Q-node Y with ordered children
These indicators tell whether a PQ-tree with a given low indexed level fits into the indentations below a P-node or between two sons of a Q-node. The mainte-
The set of PQ-trees T (G j ) and the vertices V j+1 of the next level Output: The merged PQ-trees T (G j ) 
nance of the ML-values during template reductions and insertions in PQ-trees is straightforward. Let T ′ and its parent X are encountered which satisfy one of the following merge conditions. These are checked in the order A to E.
Merge Condition A The node X is a P-node with ML(X)
Merge Condition B The node X is a Q-node with ordered children
1 with a new Q-node Y with X ′ and T v e as children. The case were X ′ = X t and
Then attach T v e as a child of X between X i−1 and X i . If
by inserting a new Q-node Y as the new root with X ′ and T v e as its children.
After each merge operation, REDUCE and REPLACE are called again to make all v-leaves consecutive and then to replace them with a single representative PQ-leaf. Afterwards T v e is deleted from T (G j+1 ). In order to achieve linear running time, there is no scan for other leaves with the same label after v-merging several reduced extended forms. However, this strategy results in improper reduced extended forms possibly with several virtual vertices with the same label. These are called partially reduced extended forms and are reduced on demand.
Finally, in a new sweep over the current level Algorithm 5 deletes all PQleaves representing sinks v in V j+1 from their corresponding PQ-tree and reconstructs the tree such that it obeys the properties of a valid PQ-tree.
Algorithm 5: FINAL-UPDATES
Input: The set of PQ-trees T (G j ) and the vertices V j+1 of the next level Output: The PQ-trees T (G j )
delete leaves representing sink vertices of V j+1 from the PQ-trees update the pointers of the leaves to their PQ-tree add for every source in V j+1 a new PQ-tree to
Note that the LEVEL-PLANARITY-TEST also works on non-proper level graphs within O(|V |) time and without inserting up to O(|V | 2 ) dummy vertices for long edges by adding all children on higher levels and not only those on the next level.
Level Planar Embedding
For a witness of the level planarity of a graph after a positive level planarity test and for a level planar drawing the algorithm computes a level embedding in two passes. It is outlined in Algorithm 6. First G is augmented to a planar stgraph [17, 29] . This is a biconnected graph with two adjacent vertices s and t and a bijective numbering st : V → {1, . . . , |V |} of the vertices such that st(s) = 1, st(t) = |V |, and that for every vertex v with 1 < st(v) < |V | there are adjacent vertices u and w with st(u) < st(v) < st(w). An st-numbering for G can be computed by topologically sorting the vertices using implicit edge directions from lower to higher levels. This corresponds to numbering the vertices level by level in ascending order. Then a planar st-embedding can be obtained by the algorithm of Chiba et al. [9] , from which a level planar embedding can directly be computed.
Augmenting a level graph G to an st-graph G st is divided into two phases. After adding a new source s and a new target t, in the first phase an outgoing edge is added to every old sink of G by the application of a modified LEVEL-PLANARITY-TEST algorithm from level 1 to k. Using the same algorithmic concept bottom up from level k to 1, an incoming edge is added to every old source of G in the second phase. To add these edges without violating level planarity, every PQ-leaf representing a sink in G is replaced with a sink indicator as a leaf in its corresponding PQ-tree. This indicator is ignored throughout the application of the algorithm. If all siblings of a node are ignored, its parent is ignored, too. Thus whole PQ-trees can be ignored. Sink indicators are removed either together with the leaves representing the incoming edges of some vertex w ∈ V l , l > j, or they are still left in the final PQ-trees. In the first case vertices which are represented by sink indicators are connected to w after its reduction by the subsequent REPLACE on w. In the second case they are connected to t
Algorithm 6: LEVEL-PLANAR-EMBED
compute a planar embedding E st according to Chiba et al. [9] using the topological sorting as an st-ordering
at the end of the augmentation phase. Sink indicators in PQ-trees representing a v-singular form are connected to v if they are inserted into an inner face above v. Algorithm 6 computes an st-embedding E st by the technique of Chiba et al. [9] using a topological sorting of the augmented graph as the st-numbering. The algorithm CONSTRUCT-LEVEL-EMBED computes a level planar embedding E l of G from the planar embedding E st . It traverses the graph in depth first search (DFS) order from t and proceeds from every visited vertex v to the unvisited neighbour w on a smaller level that appears first in the clockwise ordering of v's adjacency list in E st . Initially, all levels in E l are empty. If a vertex w ∈ {s, t} is visited, it is appended at the end of the ordered list of the vertices assigned to φ(w). Since the DFS starts at t and uses only edges to vertices with a smaller st-number, the DFS in Chiba's method ENTIRE-EMBED [9, p. 62] extending the obtained directed upward embedding E u into a complete and undirected st-embedding E st can be omitted.
In order to achieve linear running time, it must be avoided to search for sink indicators which can be considered for an augmentation. But sink indicators must be treated correctly by merge operations. Therefore, a new node type called contact is introduced in the PQ-trees during the merge operations B-D. The contacts store which sinks have to be augmented if the new introduced Q-node is inserted into its parent Q-node by an application of a template later in the algorithm. For details see [24, 25, 28] . 
Fundamental Properties
In this section we establish some fundamental properties of radial level planar graphs and elaborate distinctions between level and radial level planar graphs. Our first result is obvious.
Lemma 2 A radial level planar graph is level planar if there are no cut edges.
Next consider connectivity. The JLM algorithm relies on the fact that a level graph is level planar if and only if each connected component is level planar. Therefore, it tests each connected component separately for level planarity, what is no restriction since separate components can be placed next to each other. This is no more true for radial level planarity as Figure 4(b) illustrates. There two disjoint ovals interleave.
Obviously, a graph is radial level planar if it consists of level planar components only. Hence, we must consider those components of a level graph that are radial level planar and level non-planar.
Definition 1 A ring is a biconnected component of a level graph which is radial level planar and not level planar. A level graph containing a ring is called a ring graph.
It is not immediate whether a biconnected component is a ring. We will see later how rings are detected. Nevertheless we investigate some interesting properties of rings first. The graph in Figure 5 (a) consists of four biconnected components with a darker shaded ring. Observe that a component can and sometimes must be nested in another one. This may occur if the outer component is a ring. Clearly, a ring must contain a cycle, but a cycle does not necessarily induce a ring. Being a ring also depends on the levelling. If vertex 14 was on level 1, this graph would not contain a ring, because according to the ray in Figure 5 2. G is level planar.
3. Each connected component of G is level planar.
Each connected component of G is radial level planar.
Hence, if a graph does not contain a ring, we can use the JLM level planarity testing algorithm to test for radial level planarity. For ring graphs the algorithm needs an extension. Before we describe how our algorithm stores the admissible permutations of the vertices on each concentric circle in the next section we discuss some more properties of rings.
Lemma 4
In every radial level planar embedding of a ring graph the centre of the concentric levels lies in an inner face. This face is called the centre face.
Proof: Suppose there exists a ring graph G that has a radial level planar embedding with the centre lying in the outer face. Then there is a ray from the centre to infinity which crosses no edges. Hence, there are no cut edges and every biconnected component of G is level planar. Thus G does not contain a ring in contradiction to the assumption. 2
Lemma 5 A ring contains at least four vertices and four edges, and there is a ring of that size.
Proof: A ring is not level planar. Thus every level embedding contains at least two crossing edges (u, v) and (w, x) with mutually different vertices u, v, w, and x. To ensure biconnectivity at least four edges are needed. The K 2,2 on two levels is a ring, cf. Figure 4 
(a). 2
Another important property of rings is the nesting, which is determined by some characterising parameters:
Definition 2 For a k-level graph G containing a ring R let α R and δ R be the minimum and maximum levels of G containing a vertex of R, respectively. Let the inner radius β R of R be the maximum level with a vertex of the centre face of R in any radial level planar embedding, and let the outer radius γ R of R be the minimum level with a vertex of the outer face of R in any radial level planar embedding.
These parameters are illustrated in Figure 6 . The minimum level α R and the maximum level δ R of a ring are independent of the embedding because they are given by the levelling of the graph. This is not necessarily true for the inner radius β R and the outer radius γ R . Definition 3 A radial level planar embedding of a ring R is level optimal if β R and γ R are the extreme levels of the centre face and of the outer face, respectively. Lemma 6 Every level planar graph has an embedding that is level optimal for each contained ring.
Proof: Our algorithm always constructs such an embedding, as will be shown in Lemma 12.
2 Lemma 7 Every ring R spans at least two levels and its characterising parameters relate by δ R > γ R ≥ α R and δ R ≥ β R > α R .
Proof: The source and the target vertices of an edge always lie on different levels since horizontal edges are not allowed. By Lemma 5 a ring always contains edges and thus has vertices on at least two levels. Therefore, the four relations follow directly from the definitions. 2
Lemma 8 Let G be a level graph consisting of two disjoint rings R and S. G is radial level planar if and only if R and S are radial level planar and R fits in the centre face of S or vice versa, i. e., (α S > γ R and β S > δ R ) or (α R > γ S and β R > δ S ).
Proof: For the only if direction let G be a radial level planar graph consisting of two disjoint rings R and S. Since subgraphs of radial level planar graphs are always radial level planar, R and S are radial level planar. Each ring is biconnected and encloses the centre according to Lemma 4. Thus in any planar embedding one ring is completely contained within the centre face of the other. Let w. l. o. g. R be contained in S. If α S ≤ γ R or β S ≤ δ R then the border of the centre face of S intersects the border of the outer face of R, which contradicts the radial level planarity of G.
For the if direction let G be a level graph consisting of two disjoint rings R and S with α S > γ R and β S > δ R . The case α R > γ S and β R > δ S is symmetric. We show the radial level planarity of G by an embedding of G which combines level optimal radial level planar embeddings E R l and E S l of R and S. These embeddings have only the levels between α S and δ R in common, whereas the others remain unchanged. Since α S > γ R all vertices of S are on higher levels than γ R and thus can be placed beyond the border of the outer face of R. Since β S > δ R all vertices of R fit inside the border of the centre face of S. Note that it may be necessary to rotate and squeeze R, so that all vertices fit inside the largest cavity of S and vice versa.
2
The nesting of disjoint rings is illustrated in Figure 7 . This is an essential difference to disjoint components of level planar graphs, which are usually placed side by side and which can be treated separately.
Radial Level Planarity Testing
We now come to the main results of this paper and extend the JLM algorithm for radial level planarity testing, see Algorithm 1. Our extensions are PQRtrees as a new data structure, an advanced merging of them, and the detection of nested rings.
The input graph is traversed in a top down sweep, which now becomes a wavefront sweep from the centre. The processed part of the graph is represented by a collection of trees, which is denoted by T . We need a new data structure, PQR-trees, to deal with rings. PQR-trees store the admissible edge permutations of radial level planar graphs. They are based on PQ-trees and contain a new "R" node type for the rings. PQR-trees are not related to SPQR-trees that are used for example in incremental planarity testing [14] .
R-Nodes
R-nodes are similar to Q-nodes. Their new properties express the differences between rings and other biconnected components. An R-node is drawn as an elliptical ring. The admissible operations on an R-node are reversion, i. e., inverting the iteration direction of its children in the same way as for Q-nodes, and a new one, rotation. A rotation corresponds to rotating the graph around the centre and moves a subsequence of the children of an R-node from the beginning of the children list to its end, or vice versa, while maintaining their relative order. See Figure 8 for an example. This happens implicitly by using circular lists. Therefore, R-nodes (as well as Q-nodes) can be implemented with the improved symmetric list data structure [4] . This is an encapsulated data 
(a) An R-node with children X 1 , . . . , Xt. Figure 8 (a) after rotation. structure where insertions, reversions and rotations can be done in constant time. This is crucial for the linear running time of the test.
Lemma 9
During the radial planarity test the admissible edge permutations can be stored such that R-nodes only occur as the root of PQR-trees.
Proof: At any time in the wavefront sweep the leaves of a PQR-tree represent edges to vertices of the unvisited part of the graph. When a ring R is encountered, radial planarity implies that there are no such edges left originating from a component nested within the centre face of R. Otherwise, an edge would cross a cycle of R which encloses the centre. Hence, it is sufficient that R-nodes never have siblings and thus they only occur at the root of PQR-trees. This follows from the definition of PQ-trees, since P-nodes or Q-nodes must have at least two children, see [5, p. 339 ]. As we see later, R-nodes can have a single child, and thus chains of R-nodes representing nested rings would be possible. This is unnecessary since it suffices to keep only the outermost ring. The embedding of the inner components can be left unchanged. 
New Templates
For the R-nodes twelve new templates are needed to implement REDUCE on PQR-trees, some of them being analogous to the Q-node templates adopted from PQ-trees. They are given in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . A new R-node is generated only by the templates P8, Q4, and Q6. The displayed children are optional, as long as the child sequence of the resulting R-node starts and ends with pertinent children and has at least one empty child. Obviously, in these cases it is impossible to apply any of the standard templates, i. e., the graph is no more level planar. An R-node is created only when needed, i. e., if newly encountered edges transfer a represented biconnected component from level planar into a ring. By Lemma 9 templates P8, Q4, and Q6 may only be applied to the root of a PQR-tree. This is different from the restriction that some PQ-tree templates may only be applied to the pertinent root. The meet level between two children of an R-node which are direct siblings or are both endmost is defined and maintained analogously to the meet levels between children of a Q-node, cf. p. 61. In order to know what fits below a ring component we define the following:
Definition 4 For an R-node X with children X 1 , X 2 , . . .
In analogy to the templates Q0-Q3 and Q6 it is necessary to provide the new templates R0-R4 from Figure 10 to treat patterns with an R-node as root. Before an R-template can be applied it may be necessary to rotate the R-node. R0, R2, R3, and R4 are the straightforward transformations of Q0, Q2, Q3, and Q6, respectively. For technical reasons we introduce a pseudo Q-node X ′ in R1 as a parent of all full children. Its R-parent preserves the information that the PQR-tree represents a ring component and allows the computation of a value minML in order to know what fits below this ring component. The single meet level at the root is set to ML(X ′ , X ′ ) = minML. In P8 and Q6 a Q-node may be boundary partial, i. e., it may have pertinent children at the boundaries, enclosing some empty children in the middle. In radial level planar graphs this can occur if the root of the PQR-tree is already an R-node or becomes an R-node during the current reduction step and thus if a rotation is possible thereafter, see Figure 11 . Then the front and the back can be connected by cut edges. Of course, every child of every ancestor of the boundary partial Q-node Z which is not on the path from Z to the root must be full. All pertinent children become children of the R-node and can be made consecutive by a rotation. If no template matches for a boundary partial Qnode during REDUCE, the graph is not radial level planar because its PQR-tree contains non-consecutive pertinent nodes. Observe that the templates prohibit that a boundary partial Q-node is created at the pertinent root because this always results in a non consecutive pertinent sequence, except in one special case: Because of R1, an R-root is the only internal node which may have a single child in a valid PQR-tree. If this single child later becomes boundary partial and would be the pertinent root during REDUCE, we must explicitly set the pertinent root to its father R-node to allow the application of R4 and a rotation thereafter.
For the boundary partial Q-nodes we must provide the additional templates P7-P9 and Q5-Q7. P7 is the straightforward transformation of P6 if P6 is not applied to the pertinent root. The full children are grouped by a new P-node which is inserted into the Q-node. It is admissible to place it at either boundary of the Q-node. The only difference between these two positions is whether or not the edges represented by the descendant leaves later become cut edges. This holds accordingly for the new P-node created in P8 or P9. P8 can only be applied to the root, otherwise P9 is applied. Template Q5 is basically the same as Q4, but it treats non-roots. Q4 and Q5 are the inversion of Q3. Templates Q6 and Q7 are used for Q-nodes with only full children except for one boundary partial child. The former is used for the root and the latter for a non-root. Now we are ready to establish another important property of R-nodes.
Lemma 10
If an R-node is created, it is preserved until its host PQR-tree is deleted.
Proof: There is no template which destroys or replaces an R-node. Furthermore, R1 ensures that an R-node never becomes full, which means that it is never replaced by an application of REPLACE. 
Merge Operations on PQR-Trees
Since radial level planarity works on graphs which are not necessarily hierarchies, merges of PQR-trees are needed by the same reason as for PQ-trees. If there is no R-node, the merge conditions for PQR-trees are the same as for PQ-trees described in Section 2.2. Because of Lemma 8 merge condition E cannot be applied if any of the trees has an R-root. As a consequence a merge operation may fail in contrast to the non-radial case, where condition E always is admissible if no other condition applies. For PQR-trees with an R-node as its root we have to provide two additional merge conditions. If the root of T v e is an R-node then the merge operation fails and the input graph is rejected as radial level non-planar, see proof of Lemma 9. For an R-root X of the host PQR-tree T v 1 , condition B and C collapse to the new condition C R . This is because R-nodes can be rotated such that the merge can be done on its interior children. Similarly, if X is the root of the pattern of condition D and X is an R-node we obtain D R .
Merge Condition C R The root of T v e is not an R-node. The node X is an R-node with ordered children X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X t , X ′ = X i , 1 < i < t, and ML(X i−1 , X i ) < LL(T 
is not an R-node. The node X is an R-node with ordered children X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X t , X ′ = X i , 1 < i < t, and
Merge Condition E The node X ′ is the root of T 
Nesting of Processed Non-Rings
In level planar graphs separate components can always be placed next to each other without violating planarity. This is not necessarily true for radial level planar graphs. If a component of the input graph G contains a ring, it must be checked that each other component detected so far fits into an inner face of the ring or into its outer face. First we consider the case that the other components do not contain a ring. For the efficient execution of the additional checks the algorithm maintains the lowest level minLL where an insertion of such a component is necessary.
Definition 5 A completely processed PQR-tree is a PQR-tree representing a component of the graph not having any vertices on the current or on higher levels. minLL = min({ LL(T ) | T is a completely processed PQR-tree without an R-root } ∪ {∞}). If there is no completely processed tree T then minLL = ∞.
The detection of a processed PQR-tree T works as follows: After every call of REPLACE-SINGLE we check whether T consists of a single leaf (or an Rnode with one leaf) and whether the vertex represented by this leaf is a sink of the graph. As soon as a PQR-tree T is classified as completely processed after REPLACE-SINGLE, minLL is updated by min{minLL, LL(T )}. All processed PQR-trees are discarded as in the JLM testing algorithm. It suffices to check whether the component C of the completely processed PQR-tree starting at the lowest level fits into an internal face. For all other processed (non-ring) components there is enough space to embed them in the same face as C. Inner faces are always closed by a call of REPLACE-SINGLE for a vertex v. If there is a processed PQR-tree without an R-root, i. e., if minLL < ∞, we check if the newly created inner face starting at the lowest level can include C. Here we use the same mechanism as JLM do for v-singular forms and compare minML with the new PML/QML value, see p. 61. If minLL > PML or minLL > QML, we set minLL = ∞. Otherwise, we need not care whether another processed component smaller than C and whose PQR-tree has already been discarded can be nested inside a face without violating planarity. These will fit later when a face for C is found. If no such face can be found, the graph is not radial level planar. Recall that a processed PQR-tree with an R-root cannot be included in this way. Their nesting is described in the next section.
Nesting of Processed Rings
Our algorithm maintains the invariant that at any time while testing a radial level graph there is at most one PQR-tree T R with an R-root. T R may be processed. A link vertex v denotes the vertex for which the reduction of all leaves labelled with v makes a ring out of the component represented by the PQR-tree. At the start of the algorithm T R is undefined and the invariant is obviously true. In the further process it is maintained as follows: If the algorithm detects a ring for the very first time, T R is defined and remains defined until the end of the algorithm, although the tree for T R may change. If another PQR-tree T gets an R-root by the application of template P8, Q4 or Q6 during the reduction of a link vertex v, we proceed as described by Algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7: TREAT-NEW-RING
Input: The PQR-tree T of a newly encountered ring, the link vertex v, T R , and minLL Output: A boolean value indicating whether radial level planarity is preserved
is not processed and T R is not v-singular then return false minML ← min{ML between the children of the root of
If there is a PQR-tree T R with an R-node as root, it must be either completely processed or v-singular. Otherwise, G is not radial level planar as we have seen in Section 4.3. The algorithm checks whether minML is small enough for T to fit below T R . Moreover, the tree with the smallest low indexed level minLL and thus all other trees must fit between T and T R . Recall that before the nesting T R must be rotated and squeezed such that all its jags are embedded into the space above v and that the indentation of T R with the minML meet level encloses all inner jags of T . See Figure 12 for an illustration. The rotation of T R is not done explicitly because T R is discarded anyway. 1 If any of the checks fails then by Lemma 8 G is not radial level planar. Finally T R is updated. The algorithm is constructed to preserve the following invariant:
Lemma 11 At any time while testing a radial level graph, the collection of trees T contains at most one PQR-tree with an R-node as its root.
Completion
Finally, if there is no PQR-tree T R representing a ring graph, the graph is level planar. Otherwise, if no other trees have occurred after T R has been detected, the graph is radial level planar. This is the case if minLL = ∞. If minLL < ∞ it remains to check whether the other PQR-trees fit below T R , i. e., minML < minLL. Otherwise, G is not radial level planar.
Correctness
For the correctness of the algorithm every computed embedding of a ring must be level optimal, and this property is granted by our algorithm.
Lemma 12 Our algorithm for testing radial level planarity induces a level optimal embedding for every ring.
Proof: Let R be a ring of the given graph. As long as the corresponding PQRtree does not contain an R-node, the centre of the concentric levels lies in the outer face. Only the templates P8, Q4, and Q6 introduce a new R-node which closes the centre face. This does not cover the case shown in Figure 13 , where two nested rings share a common vertex on a lower level than the link vertex of the outer ring. Then the centre face of the outer ring is closed by the application of template R4.
As these four templates are only applied if no other template matches, there is no admissible permutation which allows to close the centre face on a higher level. Hence, the centre face ends on level β R . Note that inserting v-singular forms into the centre face of R does not influence β R .
Each PQR-tree representing a ring R has an R-node as its root. At any time during the application of the algorithm the indentations of the outer face are represented by the ML-values between two siblings. The meet levels stored between a node and its siblings are always less or equal to those between its children. Thus the least values are stored between children of the root and minML represents the highest indentation of the outer border of R, i. e., the border of the outer face of R in the embedding. The value of minML can only change if an inner face is closed by REPLACE-SINGLE. Then there may be several faces which can be closed due to the freedom of rotation. Which one is taken only depends on the templates applied in REDUCE. Only template R1 has multiple options. Since R1 always preserves the minimum meet level as shown in Section 4.2, it is guaranteed that the highest possible indentation is preserved whenever this is possible. Thus the outer radius γ R = minML is level optimal in the induced embedding. 2
Lemma 13
The REDUCE operation, extended by the new templates from Figure 9 and Figure 10 , correctly computes the new set of admissible permutations for radial level planarity.
Proof: We follow the corresponding arguments for PQ-trees in [5, p. 348f] . It must be shown that no template violates radial level planarity. This is obvious because the templates are constructed exactly that way. Further, it must be shown that any radial level planar graph can be processed successfully, i. e., no further templates are necessary. This is true because in all cases where no template can be applied, the graph is not radial level planar. This is shown easily by considering all possible constellations of node types and the order of empty, full, and (boundary) partial children. 2
In analogy to Jünger et al. [24] [25] [26] 28] this implies our first main theorem:
Theorem 1 There is an O(|V |) time algorithm for testing radial k-level planarity.
Radial Level Planar Embedding
Algorithm 6 describes the algorithm of Jünger et al. [24, 25, 28] for computing level planar embeddings of level planar graphs. This algorithm can be extended to compute radial level planar embeddings of radial level planar graphs. In addition to an ordering of the vertices our algorithm determines clockwise and counterclockwise cut edges. We extend the upward embedding algorithm of Chiba et al. [9] to work with PQR-trees instead of PQ-trees and present a new algorithm for generating a radial level planar embedding from the upward embedding.
Meet Levels between Ignored Siblings
When computing an embedding, PQ-trees can contain ignored nodes, see Section 2.3. Since we use the same strategy for computing radial embeddings, we have to treat ignored nodes. This is particularly important when minML is computed because we have to consider ML-values between any pair of adjacent children of the R-node. This includes ignored children. Therefore, we have to ensure that the ML-values of ignored nodes are computed correctly. For example, the outer ML-values have to be initialised when a Q-node with outermost ignored children is inserted into another one. This is straightforward and can be done in constant time.
Embedding the Edges
We not only have to compute a vertex ordering on each level j but also the edge routing. It is not necessary to sort the adjacent edges of each vertex as it has been done in [9] , but it suffices to determine cut edges. Cut edges are detected by the st-embedding creation step described in Section 5.4 and not during the augmentation phase. Initially there are no edges marked as cut edges. They are recognised as follows: For an R-node we introduce a new child denoted by ray indicator and labelled with $ which marks where the ray splits the children. Like the sink indicators the ray indicator is ignored throughout the algorithm and it always remains a child of the R-node. It is created with every R-node by modified templates P8, Q4, and Q6, see Figure 14 .
R1 has to be modified, too. Recall that R1 creates a pseudo Q-node X ′ . Before this is done the R-node is rotated such that the two siblings with minML in between become the end vertices of X ′ . Otherwise, level optimality can get lost. See Figure 15 for an illustration.
The ray indicator $ may divide the children of X ′ into two parts. Thus before X ′ is created it is necessary to drag one part over $ because it must remain a child of the R-node. The leaves of all pertinent subtrees that are dragged over the ray indicator represent cut edges. They can be computed by DFS without violating the O(|V |) time bound since REPLACE removes the subtrees from the PQR-tree after each drag operation. Accordingly, if the ray indicator in REPLACE lies within the pertinent sequence, one part of the pertinent sequence is dragged over the ray indicator before the pertinent sequence is replaced. For an example consider the graph shown in Figure 16 (a). Figure 16 (b) shows its corresponding PQR-tree before the reduction of all leaves with label 4, whereas Figure 16 (c) shows the resulting PQR-tree after the reduction by template Q4. As shown in Figure 16 (d) the leaf representing the edge (1, 4) is dragged over $ in REPLACE and thus the edge (1, 4) becomes a cut edge.
Augmentation to an st-Graph
The processed PQR-trees from Section 4 are now called ignored PQR-trees because they consist of ignored nodes only, cf. Section 2.3. However, the LL-value of the highest ignored PQR-tree minLL is not sufficient here. We also must store the ignored PQR-trees, because their sinks must later be augmented with edges if a ring is closed by template P8, Q4, or Q6. Then all sinks are connected to the link vertex w on which REDUCE was called and which closes the ring. The embedding of ignored components within a newly encountered ring never introduces crossings because φ(w) > φ(u) for each ignored sink u. Further, it can be the case that connecting to a vertex v is necessary if a face is closed by REPLACE-SINGLE for v. Hence, we maintain a collection T * which stores all ignored PQR-trees in addition to the active collection T .
When an R-node is created, an existing PQR-tree with an R-root is nested into the centre face. This includes an ignored PQR-tree with an R-root. Only a single PQR-tree T R is left. In analogy to Lemma 11, this leads directly to the following property: Lemma 14 T ∪ T * contains at most one R-rooted PQR-tree T R .
If a vertex v closes a face, it does not suffice to test whether the highest PQRtree fits into this face after REPLACE-SINGLE. If it fits, additionally all sinks in T * are connected to v and T * is emptied. Similar to the radial level planarity test, if there exists an ignored R-rooted PQR-tree T R , this step is omitted for a face different from the centre face. Rings cannot be embedded within faces not containing the centre. The other PQR-trees in T * are embedded later in the same face as T R . If they do not fit in this face, the graph is not radial level planar because previous tests have shown that they do not fit in an inner face of the ring represented by T R , too. The tests whether minLL and the LL-value of a newly detected ring are greater than the minML-value of an enclosed ignored ring can be omitted as an optimisation. These checks are done in the bottom up phase with the single hierarchy rooted at t. However, the sinks have to be connected to the link vertex.
If a PQR-tree contains ignored nodes, the templates P8, Q4, and Q6 can be applied to nodes other than the root of a PQR-tree. There may be a path from the PQ-node X to the root which is the only non-ignored path from the root downwards, i. e., all predecessors of X have only one non-ignored child. Then all vertices represented by nodes that are not descendants of X can be embedded within the ring represented by the new R-root. Therefore, these nodes are removed and the corresponding sinks are connected to the link vertex. The O(|V |) time bound is preserved. If the test on the above situation fails either the input graph is not radial level planar and the algorithm rejects or there is a similar situation to the one shown in Figure 11 and other templates fit. This case can be checked in O(1) time since there is no node chain in a PQR-tree and thus the parent Q-node of X has at least one other non-ignored child. If the test does not fail, the traversed nodes are removed. Hence, the total computation time remains linear.
Computation of an st-Embedding
To compute an st-embedding E st of the graph G st (see Algorithm 6) the algorithm of Chiba et al. [9] is used. It is based on the vertex addition method of [17, 29] and needs an st-graph. But in our case G st has no st-edge (s, t). If G is a ring graph, s and t are not in the same face of any planar level embedding E l of G, i. e., s does not lie in the outer face as t does, cf. Lemma 4. Therefore, the introduction of a new edge (s, t) as in the JLM algorithm is not possible since it may destroy radial level planarity and the st-embedding algorithm would fail. Thus we omit introducing the edge (s, t) and obtain only an induced st-numbering by numbering the vertices level by level in ascending order. After augmentation each vertex except s and t has at least one incoming and at least one outgoing edge. There are no other sources than s and no other sinks than t. Without the st-edge, G st may be not biconnected.
If an embedding is computed by the standard vertex addition method [9, 17, 29] , the edge (s, t) is similar to the ray in the radial level planarity test. The st-edge is real, however, and therefore no other edge is allowed to cross it. Thus cyclic reductions, i. e., cut edges, are not allowed and need not be considered. Without (s, t) cyclic reductions are admissible. We adopt our ideas from extending the level planarity test to the radial case. The standard planar embedding algorithm is updated with the PQR-tree data structure to realise cyclic reductions. Again, we omit ENTIRE-EMBED of Chiba's algorithm for computing an st-embedding E st from the upward st-embedding E u , cf. Section 2.3. Here the reason is both efficiency and correctness. In the radial case the upward embedding E u can be seen as an inward embedding. In our approach it is possible to route edges around s. The routing around t is not allowed because we consider only monotone level planar graphs. Figure 17 (b) without the dashed st-edge is a radial level planar drawing of the graph shown in Figure 17 The procedure UPWARD-EMBED of [9, p. 67f] relies on the fact that the leaves which are removed from the PQR-tree by REPLACE for storing the represented edges in E u are in an admissible order except for reversion. Possible subsequent reversions of a parent Q-node are handled by direction indicators. Reversions of a parent R-node X are accomplished accordingly. However, if the ray indicator occurs within the pertinent sequence of X, we have to drag a part of the sequence over it. This is done before the removal of the pertinent sequence. Later in the algorithm there is the possibility of a rotation of X and thus of an implicit rotation of its children. However, this only means a rotation of the whole graph including the ray. Hence, the ordering of the stored sequence remains valid. If an R-node has only pertinent children then it is admissible to move the ray indicator arbitrarily, leading to different cut edges and thus to different embeddings. This is not significant because we are interested in a single admissible embedding. Thus analogously to UPWARD-EMBED of Chiba et al. we obtain a valid inward embedding.
Computation of a Radial Level Embedding
In this section we assume that in the upward embedding E u the incoming edges of every vertex are sorted in clockwise order. Before we present our algorithm for computing a radial level embedding E l we establish further properties.
Lemma 15 Let G st = (V st , E st ) be the augmented st-graph. Then every vertex v ∈ V st − {s} has at least one incoming non-cut edge. Proof: G st is an induced st-graph without an st-edge. Thus every vertex v ∈ V st − {s} has at least one incoming edge. An edge is only marked as a cut edge in REPLACE or if in template R1 the ray indicator lies within the pertinent sequence. In both cases there are PQ-leaves representing edges on both sides of the ray indicator. They must be placed on the same side of the ray indicator. Thus the edges which are not dragged over $ are non-cut edges. If $ already is at the beginning or at the end of the pertinent sequence, there are no cut edges. 2
Corollary 1 To any vertex v ∈ G st there exists a path from s not containing a cut edge.
Lemma 16
In any upward embedding E u the ordered adjacency list of a vertex v never contains a cut edge between two non-cut edges.
Proof: Assume that v has adjacent incoming edges in the ordering e 1 , e c , e 2 , where e 1 and e 2 are non-cut edges and e c is a cut edge, see Figure 18 . Let v 1 be the source vertex of e 1 and v 2 the source vertex of e 2 . Then v 1 = v 2 . Thus there exist two paths p 1 and p 2 from s to v 1 and from s to v 2 , respectively, which according to Corollary 1 differ in at least one edge. The cut edge e c violates planarity by crossing the boundaries of the face between p 1 and p 2 , which is a contradiction. 2
This leads to two different types of cut edges according to their position in the adjacency list. We call them clockwise or counterclockwise according to the implicit direction from lower to higher levels. Definition 6 A cut edge is called clockwise with respect to E u if it occurs at the right end of the incoming adjacency list of its target vertex. Otherwise, it is called counterclockwise.
Lemma 17
All cut edges of a radial level planar embedding that end on the same level have the same direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) and the same target vertex. It remains to show that there is at most one vertex with incoming cut edges on a level. Assume a level with two vertices which both have an incoming cut edge. We have already shown that they have the same direction. Then the inner cut edge crosses a path from s to the target of the other cut edge, see Figure 19 (b) for an illustration. Such a path always exists because of Corollary 1. This contradicts radial level planarity.
Because of the above lemmata we introduce Algorithm 8, CONSTRUCT-LEVEL-EMBED. E l [j] denotes the ordered vertex list of the radial level j. The algorithm is a sequence of ordered backward DFS traversals in E u which use no cut edges. The first of these traversals starts at the sink vertex t and inserts every visited vertex v at the right end of E l [φ(v)]. The part of the graph visited in this first step is called trunk, see Figure 20 . Source vertices of discovered cut edges are placed into a queue together with the information on which side of the trunk they have to be placed later. It is important that these vertices are inserted into the queue in the correct order, from right to left for incoming clockwise cut edges and from left to right for incoming counterclockwise cut edges. The subsequent DFS traversals start at a vertex from the queue and insert visited vertices at the respective side of E l . Source vertices of newly detected cut edges are again inserted into the queue. The algorithm terminates when the queue is empty and thus all vertices have been visited. For proving the correctness of the algorithm we introduce another lemma. Lemma 18 Let G be a level graph with a single sink assuming edge directions from lower to higher levels. Then an upward embedding of G induces a unique level embedding.
Proof:
Assume two different level embeddings of G. Then there are two vertices u and v on the same level whose relative positions differ in the two embeddings. From both vertices there exists a path to the sink. Let w be the first common vertex on these paths and let u ′ and v ′ be the direct predecessors on the respective paths, see Figure 21 . Since the paths from u to u ′ and from v to v ′ are disjoint and do not cross, the edges (u ′ , w) and (v ′ , w) have different relative positions in the incoming adjacency list of w and thus contradict the common upward embedding.
2 Theorem 2 Algorithm 8 constructs a valid radial level planar embedding of the given upward embedding E u in O(|V |) time.
Proof: Since the algorithms performs DFS only with different parts of the graph one after the other, the O(|V |) running time is obvious. To see the correctness the algorithm starts at t and first traverses the trunk. This is the same mechanism as in Algorithm 6. A branch is a subgraph that is traversed with a single invocation of DFS. Since each branch is level planar and meets the requirements of Lemma 18, there is a unique level embedding for it. Because the side of the trunk on which the branches are placed is determined by the cut edges that led to them, it only remains to be shown that they are attached in the correct order. This ensures the processing order of the cut edges, which are 
Conclusion
We have presented new linear time algorithms for testing radial level planarity and computing radial level planar embeddings. They can easily be extended to circle planarity testing and embedding [2] , where edges having both vertices on the same level are allowed. Further investigations are required to expand the test algorithms for level planarity for detecting the so called minimum level non-planar subgraph patterns (MLNP-patterns) if the tested graph is level non-planar. MLNP-patterns for level graphs are characterised in [19] and are the counterparts of the Kuratowski Graphs K 3,3 and K 5 for graph planarity which can efficiently be computed [27, 30, 35] . Similar patterns for the radial case are desirable, see [1] for first steps in that direction. As already mentioned in the conclusion of [28, p. 211 ] the detection of MLNP-patterns can also be used to verify the results of a (radial) level planarity test. Since such a test is a non-trivial algorithm and thus it is not unlikely that an implementation is faulty, it is desirable to not only prove planarity by an embedding or by a drawing but also to show non-planarity on the basis of MLNP-patterns.
Another interesting topic is the generalisation to non-monotonic edges while the levels of the vertices remain fixed. How can a graph be tested and embedded efficiently for non-monotone variations of (radial) level planarity?
